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Abstract— Although H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV) has
already finished its mission four times to supply materials to
International Space Station (ISS), NASA has been requesting
HTV potential data for charge/discharge evaluation when HTV is
docked to ISS. In order to meet the request, the 4th HTV
installed a new experimental instrument for measuring HTV
surface potential against surrounding plasma, called Advanced
Technology On-orbit Test Instrument for space Environmentmini (ATOTIE-mini). ATOTIE-mini observed on-orbit HTV
local potential data over about one month.

λD

The measured potential of HTV structure against
surrounding plasma during HTV solo-flight phase shows -30V
through -60V in sunshine and about 0V in eclipse, and the
potential during attached ISS phase follows the ISS potential
with almost no difference. The potential level itself is acceptable
for ISS. Note that the solar array panel (SAP) can generate
approximately 120V at the maximum and it is much larger than
absolute potential range in sunshine. However, the potential data
almost match expected ones which are calculated by using the
data of FPMU (Floating Potential Measurement Unit) on ISS.
Therefore, ATOTIE-mini is regarded as getting appropriate data
successively.

I.

INTRODUCTION

ISS controls its all parts within 40V of the plasma potential by
the plasma contactor to prevent damage due to discharge
failure, etc. On the other hand, no visiting vehicles, includes
HTV, have not only plasma contactor but also electrometer,
and then no one knows behavior resulted from mutual
interaction of huge structures such as ISS and HTV during
HTV approaching/departing ISS. HTV anti-charging design is
performed as referred to ISS design standard, so that it is
evaluated to have no impact for ISS.
Although the past real operation goes well, since the HTV
starts to provide flight opportunities for users as a on-orbit
platform from HTV4[1], and NASA had been requesting the
potential data for evaluating charge/discharge in HTV docking
to the ISS, a electrometer was installed on HTV4 as a first item
on the platform. It measured data successfully and corresponds
to a ISS electrometer well.

Furthermore, we analyze the potential distribution on the
HTV surface by multi-utility spacecraft charging analysis tool
(MUSCAT), because ATOTIE-mini observed only one point
locally on the HTV surface. In the preparation of charging
analysis, the analysis model is correlated with the on-orbit data.
We evaluate the analysis result in the detail.
Keywords—HTV, ATOTIE-mini, MUSCAT

In this report, we construct the HTV analysis model and
check the validity based on the on-orbit data in solo flight
phase. As next step, we plans to analyze the interaction
between ISS and HTV.

NOMENCLATURE
B
e
ni,e
Vorb
Sr

= parallel string number of total solar array panels
= cell number of positive/negative electrode
= cell area
= coefficient of focus factor
= ion/electron temperature
= secondary electron temperature
= photoelectron temperature
= ion/electron thermal velocity
= Debye length

= magnetic field
= elementary charge
= ion/electron number density
= orbital velocity
= conducted area in ram
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II.

unload the cargo to the ISS. After about a month long stay at
the ISS, the HTV is loaded once again with unused and/or
unnecessary items. It then departs from the ISS and eventually
reenters to the Earth atmosphere to dispose those items.

HTV

A. HTV explanation
The HTV is a logistic supply and waste disposal vehicle for
the ISS developed by Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA). Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the HTV. The HTV
consists of a Pressurized Logistics Carrier (PLC), an
Unpressurized Logistics Carrier (ULC), an Exposed Pallet (EP),
an Avionics Module, and a Propulsion Module. Its coordinate
system is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. The HTV mission profile
As for rendezvous, the altitude is approximately 300km
through 400km, the inclination angle is 51.6[deg], and the beta
angle, sun angle against orbital plane, varies from -75[deg] to
+75[deg]. The HTV has 4 kinds of attitude, LVLH(Local
Vertical Local Horizontal), Yaw+90deg, Yaw-90deg, and
Yaw180deg shown in Fig. 4 to maximize SAP generating
power with any beta angle, because the SAPs can not track the
sun.

Fig. 1. HTV system configuration
ATOTIE-mini

ZHTV

XHTV

YHTV
XHTV

Fig. 2. HTV coordination system
Fig. 4. HTV attitude definition in rendezvous phase

Cargo and supplies are loaded inside the PLC, and on the
EP which is installed in the ULC. The avionics module has the
functionality of guidance navigation and control,
communications, data handling, electrical power subsystems.
The propulsion module has four main engines for orbital
maneuvers and 28 Reaction Control System (RCS) thrusters
for attitude control. Forward RCS thrusters are placed on the
PLC and rear ones on the propulsion module. 4 modules have
solar array panels(SAPs), total 55 SAPs, which are bodymounted on the surface. As for thermal control, PLC and ULC
is covered by Multilayer insulation(MLI), AM by silver teflon,
PM by beta cloth, which all have insulated surface. However,
thrusters and interconnectors / bus bar of SAPs are conducted
parts.

B. Electrometer to measure the HTV potential
The electrometer is called ATOTIE-mini (Advanced
Technology On-orbit Test Instrument for space Environmentmini). It is installed on the replacement of a SAP on the PM,
shown in Fig. 5. It measures surrounding plasma potential
based on the HTV structure in the range from -200V to +200V.
Since environmental plasma density around 300km through
400km is approximately 1012[1/m3] and insulated materials
surrounds ATOTIE-mini, plasma does not make sheath and its
debye length is a few cm. With its longer probe, it can measure
net surrounding plasma potential. Note that reverse measured
potential equals to HTV structure potential against surrounding
plasma.

The Mission Profile is shown in Fig. 3. The HTV is
launched from the Tanegashima Space Center (TNSC) aboard
an H-IIB launch vehicle. After its automatic rendezvous during
about one week, it is docked with ISS and the crew members
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make its surface potential same as surrounding plasma and read
the probe potential. It has higher accuracy than SCM but only
one flight experience by Horyu-2 [3], so that it needs SCM as
the back up to keep redundancy. Note SCM have to receive
stable plasma inflow to realize measuring surrounding plasma
potential properly because of the measurement principle, so
that SCM can not get reliable data in the wake. Then, section 4
deals with TREK-3G data as compared to the analysis.
MEASUREMENT RESULTS BY ATOTIE-MINI

III.

A. Summary of ATOTIE-mini Results
The measured potential summary of HTV structure against
surrounding plasma during HTV4 mission shows TABLE.1,
which categorizes the result per operation phase.
ATOTIE-mini
TABLE I.

Fig. 5. ATOTIE-mini on the HTV4
The electrometer is assembled on the seat, covered by MLI
without silver teflon area on the side facing space for heat
radiation. It has two type of sensor, passive and active one
respectively, shown in Fig. 6.

No

Phase

Sunshine

Eclipse

1

Solo Flight

~ -30 to -60[V]

~0[V]

2

Captured by SSRMS

~ 0 to -50[V]

~0[V]

3

ISS Attached

~ -10[V]

~0[V]

B. Evaluation
The potential data during ISS attached phase almost match
expected ones which are calculated by using the data of FPMU
(Floating Potential Measurement Unit) on ISS, shown in Fig.7.
Therefore, ATOTIE-mini is regarded as getting appropriate
data successively.

fasners

HTV IF
Connector

TREK-3G
Probe

MEASURED POTENTIAL IN EACH PHASE

Note that, solar array panel (SAP) of HTV can generate
approximately 120V at the maximum and it is much larger than
absolute HTV minus potential range in sunshine at solo flight.
This mitigation of minus charged condition is assumed to be
resulted from collecting surrounding ions by exposed
conducted area on HTV.

Body

ATOTIE-mini

－ ： SCM
－ ： Trek-3G
－ ： Calculated by FPMU

MLI

No ATOTIE-mini telemetry
because of other HTV DH mode

Silver teflon

TREK-3G
SCM

Fig. 7. Comparison ATOTIE-mini and FPMU data
IV.

Fig. 6. ATOTIE-mini apperance

CHARGING ANALYSIS

A. Analysis case

Passive sensor is a high-impedance plasma probe known as
SCM (Surface Charging Monitor)[2] which has a lot of flight
experience on the sounding rocket, scientific satellite, etc.
Active sensor is called by TREK-3G, controls its probe to

In order to evaluate the characteristics of HTV electrical
potential behavior, each attitudes (LVLH, Yaw180, Yaw90) in
solo-flight phase is identified as analysis case. Since HTV4
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flight attitude is almost LVLH, the most high beta timing in
LVLH is selected, which means SAPs generate max power.
The summary of selected analysis case is shown in TABLE.2
and the potential behavior plots are done in Fig.8, Fig.9, Fig.10.
TABLE II.

C. Simulation analysis
1) Model
The analysis model of HTV is made on MUSCAT
(Multiutility Spacecraft Charging Analysis Tool), which was
developed by Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA).
MUSCAT is a particle simulation code using particle-in-cell
(PIC) scheme and particle-tracking (PT) scheme mainly. The
PIC scheme is to define the sheath structure around a
spacecraft if the electric field due to the space charge is not
negligible, as in LEO. The PT scheme is to calculate currents
to each surface of the spacecraft by tracking the trajectory of
each particle around it, according to its surrounding electric
field. Each particle means not only ion /electron from
surrounding plasma but also secondary electrons,
and
photoelectrons.

ANALYSIS CASE

No

Attitude

beta[deg]

height[km]

Sunshine[V]

Eclipse[V]

1

LVLH

68.6

301

-30

-12

2

Yaw180

60.1

406

-38

+12

3

Yaw90

66.2

288

-47

+5

Current generated on SAPs on Fig. 8 indicates controlled
current by HTV Power Control Unit (PCU) to 50V power bus.
The current rises sharply to supply 50V bus load and consumed
secondary battery in eclipse and descends gradually with
charging it. In the dark condition the current shows 0A.

MUSCAT has a 128×128×128 grid system. The 4.4mdiameter and 10m-length HTV is set to use as equal area as
satellites analyzed in the past and then one grid size is adjusted
to a 30cm cube. Therefore, for example, thrusters are not
expressed, referred to Fig. 11.

TREK-3G data is averaged to clarify the target potential.
Note that the data should be read in opposite sign as evaluating
HTV potential, because it is surrounding plasma potential
based on the HTV structure.

HTV surface is consist of about 200 species of materials.
The analysis model incorporates them without items smaller
than a 30cm-scale : handrails for crew, etc. Electrodes are
smaller and are scattered on SAP, so that they are assigned to
some groups to have equivalent size of one grid.

B. Brief analysis
In order to check the appropriateness of measured
potentials, we execute a brief analysis. The potential is
calculated when the ion/electron currents collected by exposed
conducted structure and positive/negative electrode on SAPs
are balanced, as follows.
Is=e*ni*Vorb*Sr

(1)

Ian=Np*Ncn*(1/4)*e*ni*Vthi*Sc*F

(2)

Iap=Np*Ncp*(1/4)*e*ne*Vthe*Sc*F

(3)

Parameters are same as ones in brief analysis. In addition to
that, Tse / Tpe is defined 2.0[eV]/1.5[eV]. In the environment,
λ D is 0.3[cm], Larmor radius is 3[cm] and Sheath depth is
30[cm], approximately. Since they are smaller than one grid
size which means the motion related to B cannot represented in
the simulation, it deals with B = 0[T]. In summary, the
simulation result is almost equivalent to the result between
quasi-neutral plasma and a body having conductor / dielectric
/electrodes on the surface.

The potential is equal to Ncn times generated voltage on a
cell when minimizing Is + Ian + Iap : Is is ion current corrected
by exposed conducted structure in the ram side, Ian/Iap is
ion/electron current corrected by negative/positive electrode on
SAPs.
Parameters are set considering with the HTV orbital
environment : ne,i is 1012[m-3], Te/Ti is 0.1[eV]/0.5[eV],Vorb is
8[km/s]. In the HTV orbit, sheath depth is approximately 30cm
and the electrode is scattered on the SAP, then “F” is set to 10
as sheath effect. Sr is calculated with dependent of each
attitude.
The results is shown TABLE.3. All expected values are
only less than measured by about 10V, and their trend is
matched well.
TABLE III.

COMPARISON WITH EXPECTED TO MEASURED POTENTIAL

No

Attitude

Expected at Sunshine

Measured

1

LVLH

-42[V]

-30[V]

2

Yaw180

-47[V]

-38[V]

3

Yaw90

-60[V]

-47[V]

Main Engine
Thrusters

ATOTIE-mini

Fig. 11 Analysis model in grid system
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D. Discussion

2) Result
When an electrode area scale factor is ×10 same as brief
analysis “F”, the Yaw90 simulation result matches very well
with measured potential, shown in TABLE. 4.
TABLE IV.

1) Why is body potential not equal to minus SAP
electrodes voltage ?
Both brief analysis and simulation shows body potential is
larger than minus SAP electrode voltage (-120V at the
minimum). From LVLH/Yaw180/Yaw90 simulation result, the
larger exposed conducted area is, the bigger body potential
becomes. It means the body potential rises by the effect of
correcting ion on the exposed conducted area. It matches onorbit data trend, LVLH > Yaw180 > Yaw90 about body
potential at sunshine.

YAW90 SIMULATION RESULT

No

Yaw90

Expected

Measured

1

sunshine

-42[V]

-47[V]

2

eclipse

+4[V]

+5[V]

Potential transition at the position of ATOTIE-mini is
shown in Fig. 12, which shows surface/body potential becomes
stable and converged. Note that surface potential time axis has
to be timed by 1000 in conversion to real time scale, which is
resulted from making calculation faster.
Eclipse

2) Why does the on-orbit data match well with only Yaw90
simulation result ?
Because ram side in Yaw90 attitude has SAPs and not so
much exposed conducted area, the simulation can handle the
sheath effect correctly by the scale factor of electrodes on
SAPs. On the other hand, ram side in LVLH/Yaw180 attitude
has almost no SAP and the grid size is smaller than the sheath
depth, so that the simulation has to change the scale factor
from 10 to 40. Even so, ion current effect is more dominant in
LVLH/Yaw180, it has to take ion time scale to get the correct
result. Note that the simulation can not reach the time of
potential convergence due to its step number constraint.

Sunshine
Surface potential

-42V

+4V

3) Why does it generate normal / inverted potential
gradient ?
On-orbit data in eclipse says Yaw90/Yaw180 shows
normal potential gradient, and LVLH does inverted gradient,
referred to TABLE.1. The solar condition of the vicinity of
ATOTIE-mini is sunlit in Yaw90/Yaw180, dark in LVLH.
Therefore, it is assumed that the SAP next to ATOTIE-mini
generates the sheath, it gather electrons, a part of them collide
with the dielectric surface of ATOTIE-mini, and then it is
measured as minus potential compared to the body one. The
Yaw90 simulation result realizes this process, referred to Fig.
12. In addition, the next SAP faces the travel direction before
ATOTIE-mini, so that a part of electrons would go through the
sheath of the SAP onto ATOTIE-mini.

Body potential

Fig. 12 Yaw90 potential transition
Potential distribution is shown in Fig. 13. Exposed
conducted surface corresponds to the bottom of color bar : the
body potential. Other area has almost surface potential, ~0V,
which means it reaches equilibrium with surrounding plasma.
ram

sun

ram

sun

V.

ATOTIE-mini

Base on on-orbit data, HTV charging analysis is executed
by using a scale factor of electrodes on SAP, and it is
confirmed that HTV analysis result can show good
conformance with on-orbit data, especially in Yaw90 attitude.
By this, we evaluate HTV analysis model proves useful.

Fig. 13 Yaw90 potential distribution
On the other hand, LVLH/Yaw180 does not show
convergence in potential transition/distribution, shown in Fig.
13. Note that the scale factor is set to “40”, because the body
potential becomes almost equal to surrounding plasma ~0V
when it is “10”.
sun

In the process of evaluating analysis model, the concept of
HTV charging mechanism is clarified as follows.
1) Ion current corrected by exposed conducted area rises
body potential more than minus SAP
2) When ram side has large exposed conducted area and
little SAPs, body potential is controlled mainly by ion current.

Not even potential

Surface potential
Not
converged

Body potential

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

As the above, we have confidence of HTV analysis model,
so that this information will be used to evaluate the interaction
between HTV and ISS.

ram

Fig. 14. LVLH potential transition/distribution at sunshine
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1. Introduction
 ISS measures its potential by itself and controls its all parts within 40V of
surrounding plasma potential by the plasma contactor to prevent damage due
to discharge failure, etc. On the other hand, no visiting vehicles, including
HTV, have not only plasma contactor but also electrometer, and then no one
knows each behavior resulted from mutual interaction of huge structures
such as ISS and HTV during HTV approaching/departing ISS.
 Since the HTV starts to provide flight opportunities for users as a on-orbit
platform from HTV4 and NASA requested the potential data for evaluating
charge/discharge in HTV docking to the ISS, a electrometer was installed on
HTV4 as a first item on the platform. It measured data successfully and the
data corresponds to ISS potential well.
 We construct the HTV analysis model and check the validity based on the
on-orbit data in solo-flight phase in this presentation.
Note) As next step, we plan to analyze the interaction between ISS and HTV.
3
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2. HTV Overview -ConfigurationThe HTV is a logistic supply and waste disposal vehicle for the ISS developed by JAXA.
HTV Characteristics
RCS
thrusters Dimensions
Length:10m
Diameter : 4.4 m

Main
Total mass full
Engines loaded

Siver teflon
SAPs

MLI

Fig. HTV configuration

Beta cloth

16.5 ton

Launch Vehicle

H-IIB launch Vehicle

Target orbit

Altitude: 350km~460km
Inclination: 51.6deg

Propulsion
system

Four 500N main engine
Twenty eight 120N
RCS thrusters. They
are conducted parts.

Solar Array
Panels (SAPs)

55 SAPs are body
mounted. Their
interconnectors/ bus
bars are conducted
parts.

Themal control

MLI on PLC/ULC
Silver Teflron on AM
Beta cloth on PM
Note)They have
insulated surface from
the HTV structure.
4
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2. HTV Overview -CoordinationATOTIE-mini

ZHTV

XHTV

Origin

YHTV
XHTV

Fig. HTV coordination
H-II Transfer Vehicle
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2. HTV Overview -OperationAttached phase

Solo-flight Phase

H-II Transfer Vehicle

Solo-flight Phase

Fig. HTV operation
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2. HTV Overview -AttitudeThe HTV has 4 kinds of attitude, LVLH(Local Vertical Local Horizontal), Yaw+90deg,
Yaw-90deg, and Yaw180deg to maximize SAP generating power with any beta angle,
because the SAPs can not track the sun.
β<0

SUN

SUN

β>0

Remark) β is positive if sun is above the orbital plane, negative if sun is below it.
7
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2. HTV Overview -ATOTIE-miniThe electrometer is called ATOTIE-mini (Advanced Technology On-orbit Test
Instrument for space Environment-mini). It measures surrounding plasma potential based
on the HTV structure in the range from -200V to +200V. Since environmental plasma
density around 300km through 400km is approximately 1012[1/m3] and insulated
materials surrounds ATOTIE-mini, plasma does not make sheath and its debye length is a
few cm. With its longer probe, it can measure net surrounding plasma potential.
fasners

HTV IF
Connector

TREK-3G
Probe

Body

ATOTIE-mini

MLI

Silver teflon

TREK-3G
SCM

H-II Transfer Vehicle

Fig .ATOTIE-mini appearance
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3. Summary of measurement results
 Results
The measured potential summary is shown in Table.1.
Table.1. Measured potential in each phase
No

Phase

Sunshine

Eclipse

1

Solo-Flight

~ -30 to -60[V]

~0[V]

2

Captured by SSRMS

~ 0 to -50[V]

~0[V]

3

ISS Attached

~ -10[V]

~0[V]

 Evaluation
The potential data during ISS attached
phase almost match expected ones which
are calculated by using the data of FPMU
(Floating Potential Measurement Unit) on
ISS, shown in right Fig.
Therefore, ATOTIE-mini is regarded as
getting appropriate data successively.

Note) Measured potentials are reversed for showing
HTV structure potential against surrounding plasma.
－ ： SCM
－ ： Trek-3G
－ ： Calculated by FPMU

No ATOTIE-mini telemetry
because of other HTV DH mode
9
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4. Charging Analysis -Analysis case Case selection
In order to evaluate the characteristics of HTV electrical potential behavior, each attitudes
(LVLH, Yaw180, Yaw90) in solo-flight phase is identified as analysis case. Since HTV4
flight attitude is almost LVLH, the most high beta timing in LVLH is selected, which
means SAPs generate max power.
Table.2 Analysis case
Attitude
LVLH
Yaw180
Yaw90

beta[deg]
68.6
60.1
66.2

Sunshine[V]
-30
-38
-47

Eclipse[V]
-12
+12
+5

Gradient in eclipse
inverted
normal
normal

60

200

TREK-3G data

TREK-3G/SCM, SAR_Iout

50

Eclipse

Sunshine

Eclipse

Current from SAPs

40

100

30

50

20

0

10

-50

0

Latitude

-10

-20
08/05 12:00

H-II Transfer Vehicle

150

Longitude
08/05 13:12

08/05 14:24

08/05 15:36

Fig. Potential behavior in LVLH

08/05 16:48

Latitude, Longitude

No
1
2
3

-100

-150

-200
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4. Charging Analysis -Analysis case70
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Fig. Potential behavior in Yaw90
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4. Charging Analysis -Brief analysis Explanation
In order to check the appropriateness of measured potentials, we execute a brief analysis.
The potential is calculated when the ion/electron currents collected by exposed conducted
structure and positive/negative electrode on SAPs are balanced, as follows.
No Formula

Meanings

1

Is=e*ni*Vorb*Sr

ion current corrected by exposed conducted

2

Ian=Np*Ncn*(1/4)*e*ni*Vthi*Sc*F

Ian is ion current corrected by “negative” electrode on SAPs.

3

Iap=Np*Ncp*(1/4)*e*ne*Vthe*Sc*F

Iap is electron current corrected by “positive” electrode on SAPs.

⇒

The potential is equal to Ncn times a cell voltage when minimizing “Is + Ian + Iap”
<Parameters> ne,i is 1012[m-3], Te/Ti is 0.1[eV]/0.5[eV], Vorb is 8[km/s]. In the HTV orbit, sheath
depth is approximately 30[cm] and the electrode is scattered on the SAP, then focus factor “F” is set
to 10 as sheath effect. Conducted area in ram “Sr“ is calculated with dependent of each attitude, and
the magnitude relation is Yaw180 > LVLH > Yaw90.

 Result
 Expected potentials are in propotion to “Sr” magnitude relation.
 Expected potentials are almost equal to measured ones.
No
1
2
3
H-II Transfer Vehicle

Attitude
LVLH
Yaw180
Yaw90

Expected at Sunshine
-43[V]
-32[V]
-63[V]

Measured
-30[V]
-38[V]
-47[V]
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4. Charging Analysis -Simulation analysis Analysis model
The analysis model of HTV is made on MUSCAT (Multiutility Spacecraft Charging
Analysis Tool), which was developed by JAXA. MUSCAT is a particle simulation
code using particle-in-cell (PIC) scheme and particle-tracking (PT) scheme mainly.
MUSCAT has a 128×128×128 grid system. The 4.4m-diameter and 10m-length HTV
is set to use as equal area as satellites analyzed in the past and then one grid size is
adjusted to a 30cm cube. For example, thrusters are not expressed.

Main Engine
Thrusters
H-II Transfer Vehicle

ATOTIE-mini

Fig. Analysis model in grid system
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4. Charging Analysis -Simulation analysis Parameters
Parameters are same as ones in brief analysis. In addition to that, Tse / Tpe is defined
2.0[eV]/1.5[eV]. In the environment, λD is 0.3[cm], Larmor radius is 3[cm] and
Sheath depth is 30[cm], approximately. Since they are smaller than one grid size
which means the motion related to B cannot represented in the simulation, it deals
with B = 0[T]. In summary, the simulation result is almost equivalent to the result
between quasi-neutral plasma and a body having conductor / dielectric /electrodes on
the surface.
 Result
When an electrode area scale factor is ×10 same as brief analysis “F”, the Yaw90
simulation result matches very well with measured potential, shown in Table. 3.
Table. 3 Yaw90 simulation result
No
1
2

Yaw90
Sunshine
Eclipse

Expected
-42[V]
+4[V]

Measured
-47[V]
+5[V]

14
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4. Charging Analysis -Simulation analysis Result

Eclipse

Sunshine
Surface potential

-42V

+4V

Body potential
Note) Surface potential time axis has to be timed by 1000 in conversion to
real time scale, which is resulted from making calculation faster.

Fig. Yaw90 potential transition
ram

sun

ram

sun

ATOTIE-mini

Fig. Yaw90 potential distribution in sunshine
H-II Transfer Vehicle
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4. Charging Analysis -Discussion Why is body potential not equal to minus SAP electrodes voltage ?
Both brief analysis and simulation match on-orbit data from the viewpoint that
body potential is larger than minus SAP electrode voltage : the range is from 90V to -60V. From brief analysis result, the larger exposed conducted area is,
the bigger body potential becomes. Its trends are confirmed in simulation
results. It means the body potential rises by the effect of correcting ion on the
exposed conducted area.
 Why does the on-orbit data match well with only Yaw90 simulation result ?
Because ram side in Yaw90 attitude has SAPs and not so much exposed
conducted area, the simulation can handle the sheath effect correctly by the
scale factor of electrodes on SAPs. On the other hand, ram side in
LVLH/Yaw180 attitude has almost no SAP, so that the simulation has to
change the scale factor from 10 to 40 to compensate for collecting electrons
by electrodes on SAPs. Note that, in brief analysis, it considers sunlit / dark,
not ram / wake, in terms of SAPs, and then the result is valid although Sr is a
common “10” in all attitudes.
16
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4. Charging Analysis -Discussion Why does it generate normal / inverted potential gradient ?
On-orbit data in eclipse says Yaw90/Yaw180 shows normal potential gradient,
and LVLH does inverted gradient, referred to TABLE.2. The solar condition of
the vicinity of ATOTIE-mini is sunlit in Yaw90/Yaw180, dark in LVLH.
Therefore, it is assumed that electrodes on the SAP next to ATOTIE-mini
generate the sheath, it gather electrons, a part of them collide with the dielectric
surface of ATOTIE-mini, and then it is measured as minus potential compared to
the body one.

SAPs next to ATOTIE-mini
17
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5. Conclusion
 Base on on-orbit data, HTV charging analysis is executed by using a scale
factor of electrodes on SAP, and it is confirmed that HTV analysis result
shows good conformance with on-orbit data, especially in Yaw90 attitude. By
this, we evaluate HTV analysis model proves useful.
 In the process of evaluating analysis model, the concept of HTV charging
mechanism is clarified as follows.
 Ion current corrected by exposed conducted area rises body potential more
than minus SAP voltage.
 When ram side has large exposed conducted area and little SAPs, body
potential is controlled mainly by ion current.
 As the above, we have confidence of HTV analysis model, so that this
information will be used to evaluate the interaction between HTV and ISS.
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Thank you for listening.
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